Incubus

Movie sets are notorious as breeding grounds for hostility, distrust and friction, where the competitive ego reigns supreme. On the set of Incubus, which has resumed filming in Lakeshore Studios after a brief shooting stint in Guelph, the atmosphere is so harmonious that the outsider feels vaguely suspicious. The cast and crew seem almost heady with high spirits; and if the production has undergone any setbacks there is no evidence of them. Incubus appears to be the kind of project that movie-makers dream of: a unified collection of pros have assembled with enthusiasm and panache, to work on a suspense story that means enough for them to keep mum about its surprise outcome.

An incubus is a demon who preys on mortals while they sleep. Yes, another horror film. But Incubus, it is claimed, will be more than just a monster pic of the bloodied-fangs-and-claws variety. In the best of monster-movie tradition, the perpetrator of evil — the occult sore spot in the characters' lives — will make a delayed appearance, prompting the viewer's imagination to help move the story along.

With John Cassavetes in the lead role, director John Hough will work the story's tensions into a character-study format. And Cassavetes, whose less conventional films include the studio-bound Too Late Blues, Faces, Husbands, The Killing of a Chinese Bookie, A Woman Under the Influence and his recent hit Gloria, seems to be the right man for the job. As a director, Cassavetes has usually dealt with people lashing out against elements and situations not easily understood and difficult to accept as part of the human condition; as an actor he often appears as one who has learned to deal with many of life's harsher moments, sometimes at the expense of the soul.

The mystery elements of the story are known only to those directly involved in the production. Whether or not the film will succeed in balancing the mystery-thriller-mumbo-jumbo-character-study ingredients convincingly, remains to be seen.

Producers Marc Boyman and John Eckert seem clam-happy with everything concerned. "We have a wonderful crew here," says Eckert, who, in the ten years he has spent working in film, has worked his way up from Joe Everybody to the co-producer on both Running and Middle
Age Crazy. Boyman, the younger of the two, who spent three years in Los Angeles working as a director-producer in television, is more of a novice; Incubus marks his debut as a film producer, and the project is very "near and dear" to him. He is especially proud of the sets. "Don't step in the blood there," he laughs, pointing towards the patch of floor where I am standing.

Of the director, "I have enormous confidence in John Hough. We do talk story and character, but I would not think of questioning him in terms of shooting schedules, set-ups, colour schemes, whatever."

The combination of Hough and Cassavetes is an intriguing one. How does one director direct another? "It's not easy for just any director to direct John Cassavetes," admits Boyman. "If he does not respect the director, being a well-known and respected filmmaker himself... well, I hate to think of the mess. But I feel confident and comfortable with this mix of talents. I admire them both enormously. You'll find on the set an enormous amount of respect for John Hough. He commands admiration."

Kerrie Keane, a vivacious young actress in her first film role plays the female lead in the film. Asked how the influence of a man like Hough affects her performance, her eyes brighten immediately. "He has a great deal of confidence in himself," she says. "He is one of the most fascinating people I've ever worked with. Your ideas are respected on this project. I consider this film a happening. I can't think of a happier working situation."

Presently, the lighting crew is ready and Keane is off for another scene with fellow colleagues Cassavetes, Duncan McIntosh and Erin Flannery. The scene is short, calling for Cassavetes to make one grim phone call while Keane and Flannery clatter off to the kitchen set to throw some coffee on the stove. Second A.D. Louise Casselman raises her voice to request that everyone else lower theirs. After several takes Keane later admits that, "It can be confusing. Some scenes are so short and you are required to do so little; yet what little you are doing is very important, and you have to recognize the validity of the small things you do as well as the bigger moments. The confusion can be very good, but for the first few weeks I was losing sleep."

Of the incubus itself, all details are withheld. Colin Chilvers, director of special effects who worked on the Acid Queen sequence of Ken Russell's Tommy, and made Christopher Reeve fly in Superman, is nowhere to be found. Responding to my curiosity about the grotesque illustrations of some inhuman being on his office wall, Marc Boyman insists that, no, the incubus is quite different.

So, there's no peeking til next summer! The public can only hope that the film lives up to the expectations all this secrecy is creating.

Mike Leo
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